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I arrived back in Titusville on Wednesday 2:30~ I went to the 
site and will be here for the indefinite uture~ The first will 
be a summarization of where we are now an the status of the site 
in generaln When the discharge pipe was brought in from 
ThompsoY'!' s Pump 611"',0 i nst~'il1ed Tuesday f!1llt"ni ng t-Je hiave rIot ice a 
consistent decline in seepage into Pond ' , the main excavation 
area~ Dave Dickel noted that by Wednesday afternoon most of the 
seepage was so slow the sump was only filling up every 4 hours or 
50" The lift pump has not been on for approximately 24 hoursn 
One position would argue th~t simply getting the discharge water 
completely away from the area with no leakage was satisfactory to 
virtually stop the seepage; It is certainly the most manageable 
we've seen to dateu The 7 foot 5wincs and the puwpinD on the 
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entire southern line also helpn The small discharge sump pump 
puts out very little water into the drainage dike and it mostly 
evaporates and is not necessary to hook up or start the large red 
lift pump~ I went around the entire well point system, made sure 
they were all open and will see if our dead well points come back 
to lifeu. If we find a dead well point and lay it in the sump in 
Pond Cu This may negate for having a person stay at the site all 
night long~ and monitor the pumps~ They may still be required to 
for security, but not for pump maintainencen On Wednesday 
afternoon there was approximately one foot of water by the red 
lift pump~ At 8:27 on Thursday there is less than two inches of 
wateru One factor that may be involved in the obvious drying out 
is the possibility that it has been at least a week and a half 
since we've had rain and we may be seeing the effects of a 
protracted dry periodu With rain we may see additional seepage 
problemsn That~s why I think it would be advisable to put in a 
well point in some manner down in the sump area" Then it could 
be adjusted to hold the sump at a constant low levela There is 
virturally a constant flow of water now from the discharge pipen 
At this point I think we can safely do without the red lift pumpa 
MrQ Tanner would probably be aporecitive if we returned the pump 
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without it. The discharge pipe are 8 inch PVC section each 20 
feet long going from the main pUffin to the discharge area there 
are 10-20 foot sections discharging into the pump. There is a 
slight northerly bend in the system so that it is probably not 
quite 2!2HZ! feet :;.1"! IF.~ngthQ Pl""obably clctset-· to 11:30. The rnap will 
show in more detail the exact course of the discharge pipe and 
the dike operation= There is absolutely no standing water 
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of the eastern pond when it was full was probably no more than 
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material is uncertain" The assumption would be that some of it 
should contain archaeological material~ That question will have 
to be answered another season" There is also no standinu water ."' 
in the drainage channel running away from the discharge pump~ It 
is totally dry~ There are four 2 x 2 meter excavation units in 
Pond C# Additional unit will be open shortly~ Prior to today 
all material was water screened~ The amount of material 
recovered from water screening all day on Wednesday recovered no 



more than 4 or 5 non-diagnostic fragments of bone~ Much of which 
was in fact not human skeletal material but primarily turtle 
bone" On 10/10 when the pollen and carbon samples were removed 
the only way we could get an elevation on them was using a polish 
stata rod, i"e=~ a 2 x 4 cut at 2 meters upon which the regular 
stadia rod was placed» This proved to be totally unacceptable 
for anything but a momentary solution~ Since that time two 
t h i nyE, ha've bef:?rl den""le to get; pet .... ma'!'·!E?r!t dat um j. '(It 0 t he pond at~"(-?a 

itselfn A two inch galvanized pipe was put in roughly on the 
center line exact location will be noted by Bel16mo on the map 
and a line level has been fixed to it~ The line level elevation 
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installed approximately two-thirds the pond distance from the 
north wall~ This transit station consists of four stakes set 
into the muck, a trypod leg fits on a stake and the ?????? is 
fixed over the center stake. These two location are ????on 
Bellomo~s map and provides us a very quick and accurate method of 
noting vertical depths~ The units as I stated are 2 x 2 meter 
excavation units which will continue to use for the foreseeable 
future~ We may encounter larger quanties of skeletal material 
and then need to expand or modify the excavation procedurett On 
Wednesday at 3 o'clock or 50 Dave Dickel bailed out the excavated 
hole in Pond en This is the location from which the carbon dates 
or carbon material and floral material was extractedu At this 
point at 8:44 there is no additional seepage into that hole~ 
This is the first time the water has been maintained at a low 
level consistently~ Virturally no seepage: This is definitely 
encouragingu We are going to shift somewhat to a more rapId 
excavation strategyn Prior to this time excavation has been with 
trowels and has gone relatively slow~ The primary reason was to 
provide all crew members an opportunity of working and developing 
their skills in relatively unimportant peat deposits~ Prior to 
the main attack on a skeletal level, presuming they are in fact 
there. The general plan is to scrape, up to this point, has been 
by trowel to remove peat and pedestal any skeletal or faunal 
materiala Work the rest of the unit to see if there was 
additional associated material~ Generally this has proven an 
excellent training and test operation, however, it is relatively 
slow and the recovery is not dramatiacc Basically we are dealing 
at this point with disassociated isolated skeletal fragments and 
skeletal elementsu The water screening clearly indicated we are 
missing virturally nothing by this technique~ However, to get to 
the main skeletal stratum it is necessary to move somewhat more 
rapidly" We are then shifting to a more rapid peat excavation 
technique" Based on Billy Barton's experience and control of the 
situation she has been made the Pit boss of Pond C~ and will be 
in immediate control of the excavation in Pond C~ Primarily when 
Dickel or I are not on site" Once the material is pedestaled in 
Pond C, draped with a wet rag to keep it from drying out~ At the 
end of the day black plastic is spread over the excavation areas~ 
When excavation has preceded remove the block, the pedestal and 
continued excavation= From this point until otherwise noted the 
soil~ the peat will be placed in the five gallon plastic 
containers, buckets, stock piled at the northern end of the pond 
where the steps are and then when all the buckets are filled we 
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No more material will be water screened on a consistent basis 
until the situation changesn At this time the people excavating 
in Pond C include Tom Penders, Cindy Wheatley, Ann Harris, Billy 
Barton, Randy Bellomo, Teresa Hansel, David Frantz and for on a 
temporary bases Bu Doran, the latter under very close 
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units on the hammock that should be completed this week" A few 
grass seeds are beginning to sprout in the bottom of the pond and 
ultimately it may be necessary to do a little clearing sometimes 
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vegetation should not be a problem~ Also on site today is Craig 
????? photographer for the Jacksonville Florida Times Union= He 
will be on site for at least two days and is preparing a photo 
play for the paper~ Exact publication is uncertainn We will 
request that he send copies of the paper to us if we don't see it 
first" Around the excavation units in the Pond pieces of wood 
and clankino have been laid down so that when workers walk they 
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are actually walking on the plywood thereby reducing damage and 
oentatration to unexcavated areasG As it drys out more these mav 
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not be necessary, but will certainly be necessary when its damp, 
or God forbid, we have additional rain and/or seepage problemstt 
Based on the last several weeks the experience the volunteers 
opened up lots of units on the hammock, and then it takes us 
basically the rest of the week to finish them off= All things 
considered the pond excavtion are going well and the rate and 
speed should increase noticeablly in the next few days. Pond 
excavt ion cond it i O'(fS ar"'e CIPt i ma 1 aY'!d we ~",) iII be r-'ap i d 1 Y ach i ev i Y"lg 

full manpower in the pondn At this point we may not open but one 
or two additional excavation units on the hammock itself" Our 
work here has basically indicated that what ????component there 
is it appears to be very small, somewhat restricted and would not 
be terribly dignostic or interesting at this point~ This is the 
evaluation at present but this can be modified with further 
analyses of the recovered material~ As ???examination suggest 
that much of the ??? material is coming from the western portions 
of the hammock, slightly to west of cantara The large excavation 
units open should provide a geologist a very nice profile and 
prospective of the site assuming that we can get one here" I 
have been attempting to contact Pat Gleason with Southwest 
Florida Water Manacement District who has had some excerience in 
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this type of need through at least that's what Murray 
Tamel'"'s ·~~7·i:tf Bet a Aria 1 it i c ~;ays.. P'r"esum i '(19 we can get a 
geologist out the large excavation units on the hammock will 
provide an excellent cross-sectional prospective of the hammock 
and should provide a lot of information about the prehistoric 
setting~ The volunteers opened 50 many units on the weekend up 
to seven that it takes several of our crew members the rest of 
the week to finish them offa At the point our needs require 
additonal manpower in the pond excavations and we may be very 
close to dete'r"minirIQ ~?activities o 'n the hammock.. Ultimately 
all holes will be filled but for the moment they can be left 
opeY'led ~ The b)' ue pouch ltd t h the fie 1 d morley i '(I i t: ~ at t l"lE~ time 
it only had about $55a00, was stolen from one of the vans when 
Dickel was at the doctor's office" That money will be replace~ 
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We are also impatiently waiting for reimbursement on field 
expenses~ aporoximately $1500~00 at this point~ Additionally we 
have not obtained per diem checks since the first per diem check 
was issued in advancea This is causing some small consternation 
amoung the crew members" They are being process according to 
Carole Keenen. If they take much longer to be process, we will 
return to Tallahassee and assist in their processing" 


